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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this thesis is to examine the TARA mirror experiment
as a possible tandem mirror reactor configuration. This is a preliminary
study to size the coil structure based on using the smallest end cell axial
length that physics and engineering allow, zeroing the central cell parallel
currents and having interchange stability. The input powers are estimated
for the final reactor design so a Q value may be estimated. The Q value is
defined as the fusion power divided by the total injected power absorbed
by the plasma.
A computer study was performed on the effect of the transition size, the
transition vertical spacing and transition current. These parameters affect
the central cell parallel currents, the recircularization of the flux tube and
the ratio of central cell beta to anchor beta needed for marginal stability.
Two designs were identified. The first uses 100 keV and 13 keV neutral
beams to pump the ions that trap in the thermal barrier. The Q value of
this reactor is 11.3. The second reactor uses a pump beam at 40 keV. This
energy is chosen because there is a resonance for the charge exchange cross
section between Do and He++ at this energy, thus the alpha ash will be
pumped along with the deuterium and tritium. The Q value of this reactor
is 11.6.
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Int roduction
I.A. Tandem Mirror Concept
One of the reactor concepts being studied in the U.S. is the mir-
ror reactor design. The present day tandem mirror consists of a long
solenoidal central cell with two end cells providing electrostatic and mag-
netic confinement and MHD stability. MHD stability is given by stabilizing
the interchange, flute and ballooning modes. The end cells provide MHD
stability with a minimum B cell. This is the anchor. A transition region
maps the circular flux tube from the central cell to the elliptical shaped flux
tube in the anchor. A high field magnet magnetically confines the central
cell ions and throttles the ion flow to the end cell. A potential peak creates
electrostatic confinement for the passing ions. Passing ions are ions that
travel from the central cell past the high field choke coil. Closely associated
with the potential peak is the thermal barrier. The thermal barrier ther-
9
CI11APTER I
mally isolates ihe elect rons in t lie potential peak region from the central cell
electrons. The plug electrons can thus be selectively heated. This heating
causes the electrons to escape and generate the potential peak. The electron
heating causes the plug electron temperature to rise above the central cell
electron temperature with only a modest amount of added power.
Without the thermal barrier, heating the plug electrons would involve
heating the central cell also and this would be a large power drain. The
relationship between the potential peak, barrier depth and the plug electron
temperature is,
kb + 44 = Tepln[(np/nb)(Tc/Tep)"},
where kb is the barrier depth, 4O is the confining potential, Tp is the
electron plug temperature, Tc is the central cell electron temperature, nb
and n, are the barrier and plug densities, respectively, and v is a factor
that is roughly 1/2. [11 This verifies that a high plug temperature is desired
to raise the confining potential and, thus, get a longer confinement time.
The mirror reactor has the advantage of being a steady state device.
This is desirable because the stresses and fatigue are lower in a steady
state device than in a pulsed mode of operation. Mirrors employ the use of
high betas in the central solenoid, where beta is defined as the ratio of the
plasma pressure to the magnetic field pressure. Therefore, there is efficient
10
use of the magnetic field energy iii a mirror reactor. Also, the long, straight
cent ral cell, where the fusions take place, has easy access for inaint ai nence
and conpat.ible with a modular design.
I.B. Previous Work
At Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, the mirror reactor design group
has been looking at tandem mirror configurations since 1977 when the first
report was published on a tandem mirror reactor designs and scalings.[2]
This group combines both the theoretical plasma studies. with the engineer-
ing considerations needed for a reactor. In 1981, this group studied and
compared three end cell configurations.[3] The first bounds the central cell
by minimum B anchors, followed by the thermal barrier and potential plug.
This forms an elliptical plasma cross section in the outboard cell. The
second design has a high field axicell coil followed by a cusp configuration.
The axicell is a set of solenoids that generate the high magnetic field used
to confine the central cell ions. The cusp is formed by a concentric pair
of solenoids whose currents run in opposite directions. The plasma flows
between these two coils creating a good curvature region for MI-ID stability.
The potential plug is located after the axicell and before the cusp field. The
final design locates the thermal barrier and the potential peak in the axicell
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as in the TARA configuration.[4] On the outboard side of the axicell is the
anchor. The study estimates the Q values and they range from 10 to 22.
In 1981, Livermore started a more ambitious study called the Mirror
Advanced Reactor Study (MARS). This study was initiated to look at
the various mirror configurations and design a reactor based on the most
promising concept. After a two year study, a final design was chosen (Figure
1).[51 The MARS reactor locates the high field choke coil next to the central
cell and the transition coil is on the outboard side of this choke coil. This
is followed by the anchor. The outboard side of the anchor has another
yin yang set of magnets where the thermal barrier and potential peak are
generated. The final coil in the MARS end cell is a recircularizer.
The end cell region needed is long and complicated to provide accept-
able passing particle drifts. The total length of the MARS end cell is 30
meters. The central cell length is 130 meters and generates a fusion power
of 2600 MW with a Q value of 26.
Some of the issues motivating the MARS design include trapped par-
ticle modes, the Ob/Tec ratio needed to get the thermal barrier depth re-
quired, the potential peak height desired, and the highest choke field al-
lowed by engineering considerations. To stabilize trapped particle modes,
MARS permits passing ions to bounce beyond the passing electrons. The
12
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Figure 1. MARS reactor end cell magnet configuration.
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ratio ofr Ob/Tec for MARS is large to get good isolation of the plug from
the central cell electrons. It is determined by quasineutrality which gives,
Ob/Tec = ln(nblnfc).
This ratio is set to 5 for MARS. The potential peak value is set by balancing
the alpha heating with the central cell end losses.
The final MARS design has a central cell with a field of 4.7 T, density
of 3.3 X 10 2 0/m 3 , ion temperature at 28 keV, electron temperature at 24
keV and central cell radius of 49 centimeters. The high field choke coil is
24 T. The ion passing density at the barrier midplane is 4.8 X 1018 /m 3 .
The anchor has an inboard mirror peak of 7.2 T, a minimum of 3.9 T and
an outboard mirror peak at 7.5 T. The anchor length is roughly 2.6 meters
long and the transition is about 12.9 meters in length. The hot electron
temperature in the potential plug is 820 keV and the warm electrons are
at 123 keV. The thermal barrier depth is 121 keV and the potential peak
is 154 keV above the central cell potential. These parameters are all given
in Table 1.15
The Plasma Fusion Center at Massachusetts Institute of Technologyhas
a design group studying mirror reactors. The emphasis of this design group
is to study a reactor based on the TARA configuration. The parameters
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for this reactor design are given in Table 2. The magnet configuration for
TARA is shown in Figure 2. As shown in this figure, the axicell contains
the thermal barrier and the potential peak. The axicell is followed on the
outboard side by a relatively short and simple transition, which is followed
by the anchor. The TARA central cell density is 5.0 X 10 18 /m 3 and the
magnetic field is 0.2 T. The axicell peak field is 3.0 T with a minimum of
0.47 T, and the axicell outboard field is 2.5 T. The anchor has a peak field
of 0.75 T and a minimum of 0.35 T. The thermal barrier depth is given by
b/T, equal to 3. This corresponds to 1.2 keV for 4 b. The potential peak
is at .80 keV above the central cell potential.(6
Once the TARA experiment is running with neutral beams in 1985, it
will provide experimental data on trapped particle stabilization, on thermal
barrier performance, and on how the short transition performs. Transport
will be studied to determine problem regions and to investigate startup
problems. Data will also be obtained on trapped particle modes and how
the thermal barrier depth affects thern. Thus, an experimental basis for
the TARA reactor. design will be acquired.
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TABLE 1. MARS Reactor parameters.
Parameter
CENTRAL CELL
Density (m- 3 )
Ion temperature (keV)
Electron temperature (keV)
Magnetic field (T)
Plasma radius (cm)
First wall radius (cm)
Length (m)
Beta
Fusion power (MW)
Choke coil peak field (T)
TRANSITION
Midplane vacuum field (T)
Beta
Peak vacuum field (T)
PLUG
3.3 X 1020
28
24
4.7
49
60
130
0.28
2615
24
4
0.04
7
Sloshing ion injection energy (keV)
Barrier vacuum field (T)
Midplane barrier 03
Passing ion density at midplane (m- 3)
475
2.97
0.5
4.8 X 1018
17
Value
TABLE 1. MARS (continued).
Parameter Value
Inner mirror plug field (T) 7.2
Outer mirror plug field (T) 7.5
flot electron energy (keV) 820
Warm electron temperature (keV) 123
Barrier potential dip (keV) 121
Ion confining potential (keV) 154
Vacuum field at potential peak (T) 5.7
Potential peak # 0.03
9dt 2.75
Gb 4.75
ANCHOR
Beta 0.5
Hot ion energy (keV) 500
Hot ion density (m-3 ) 7.1 X 10'9
Anchor midplane vacuum field (T) 3.9
POWER BALANCE
Sloshing ion neutral beam power (MW) 5.7
ECRH power at potential peak (MW) 6.6
ECRH power at barrier midplane (MW) 77
Synchrotron radiation power (MW) 38
Anchor ICRH power (MW) 11.4
Q 26
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TABLE 2. TARA Reactor parameters.
Parameter
CENTRAL CELL
Density (m- 3 )
Ion temperature (keV)
Electron temperature (keV)
Magnetic field (T)
Plasma radius (cm)
First wall radius (cm)
Length (m)
Beta
Fusion power (MW)
Choke coil peak field (T)
PLUG
JIEPB case
3.5 X
24
28
4.7
49
60
130
0.28
2615
24
1020
MEPB case
3.5 X
24
28
4.7
49
60
130
0.28
2615
24.
1020
Sloshing ion injection energy (keV)
Barrier vacuum field (T)
Midplane barrier P3
Passing ion density at midplane (m- 3)
Outer mirror plug field (T)
Hot electron energy (keV)
Warm electron temperature (keV)
Barrier potential dip (keV)
475
5.12
.40
1.6 X 1019
13
820
123
90
475
5.12
.40
1.6 X 1019
16
820
123
90
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TABIE 2. TARA reactor (continued).
Parameter IltI'D case MEP3B case
Ion confining potential (keV) 100 100
Vacuum field at potential peak (T) 10 10.
Potential peak 3 .28 .28
gdt 2.75 2.75
Gb 3.38 3.38
TRANSITION
Midplane vacuum field (T) 2.5 2.1
Beta .009 .008
ANCHOR
Beta .66 .74
Hot electron energy (keV) 820 820
Anchor mirror fields (T) 3.77 3.73
Anchor midplane vacuum field (T) 2.49 2.50
POWER BALANCE
Ion pumping beam power (MW) 170 138
Sloshing ion neutral beam power (MW) 11.2 8.2
Electron pumping power at potential peak (MW) 126 126
ECRH power at barrier midplane (MW) 62.2 60.2
Anchor ECRH power (MW) 33. 32.
Q 11.3 11.6
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I.C. Research Obectives
The objective of this prelimanary design study is to design a TARA
type reactor and compare this with the present MARS design. The basis of
this comparison is done by setting the TARA central cell parameters to the
same values as MARS'. These parameters include the central cell density,
temperature, fusion power, magnetic field and wall loading. The high field
coil in the axicell is, also, set the same as MARS. This configuration may
not be the optimum central design for a TARA reactor, but it was chosen
as a basis for comparison for the preliminary design. This may not be the
optimum central cell for MARS either since this central cell was based on
an earlier design.[5]
The end cells are to be designed with a small axial length, zero net
central cell parallel currents, circular flux tubes and interchange stability
at a reasonable anchor beta limit. Once the end cells are designed, the
power needed for the end cells may be estimated. This power can be used
to evaulate the Q value of the reactor. This will give an indication of how
the Q values for MARS type and TARA type reactors compare.
The TARA configuration has several advantages over the MARS configuration.
These advantages include the short and simple transition, the small plug
21
length, the hot electron anchor requiring only ECRII power which is a rela-
tively easy technology, the low anchor fields, and the good neutral beam
access into the plug for pumping. It is a major advantage to be able to use
neutral beams ror thermal barrier pumping since this is technology that is
already proven, while the MARS drift pumping scheme is untested.
A disadvantage of this design is that high plug power is needed to
heat the electrons since the thermal barrier is shallow. A shallow thermal
barrier is required for stabilizing trapped particle modes with electrons,
but this means the plug electrons are no longer thermally isolated from
the central cell and the power injected into the plug also heats the central
cell. One method to cut this loss is to use a more efficient method of
pumping the electrons out of the potential peak. This might be done
with bounce frequency electron pumping. The next possible problem is ash
removal. The alphas will tend to fill in the thermal barrier and decrease
the thermal barrier depth. Presently, it is assumed the ash will be removed
by neutral beams pumping the alphas into the central cell. The alphas will
be combined with an electron to change their charge from He++ to He+.
Then it is assumed enhanced radial transport of the alphas in the central
cell will remove them from the central cell.
Comparison of the TARA reactor with MARS allows one to understand
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the relative merits and defficiencies oF the two schemes. These include
trapped particle modes and their stabilization, coil configurations to zero
the parallel currents, the effect of the transiti6n size and current on the flux
tube shape, the effect of the flux tube shape on MID equilibrium, methods
of forming the potential peak, effects of the barrier depth, and methods of
ash removal. This thesis will address the coil configurations to zero parallel
currents, and the effect of the transition size and current on the flux tube
shape in detail.
I.D. Thesis Topics
Chapter 2 discusses the physics issues involved in the TARA reactor
design and how these issues affect the final design. The first issue is potential
enhancement with a thermal barrier. This section deals with the topics of
thermal barrier formation and plug potential formation, along with the
use of sloshing ions. The thermal barrier is shallow, so ECRH heating
results in high plug power requirements. We, therefore, explore a more
efficient method of forming the plugging potential. This method is electron
pumping, it was first proposed by Smith and McVey.[7] Pumping of the
trapped ions in the thermal barrier is done with neutral beams. Two reactor
designs using slightly different pumping schemes are identified. The first
23
reactor design uses high energy pump beams, IIEPB, and low energy pump
beams, LEPB. This reactor is referred to as the IIEPB case. The second
reactor deign utilizes a medium energy pump beam, MEPB. It is the MEPB
reactor. The coil design considerations for these two reactors is reviewed;
the includes the actual coil designs and the central cell blanket design.
The effect of having nonzero parallel currents is explained and how these
currents can be zeroed for a given coil set. Radial transport in the central
cell is briefly discussed. The effect of the flux tube shape and the degree of
recircularization is discussed. MHD stability against interchange modes is
examined for beta limits in the anchor. The final section gives the power
and particle balance. The actual plasma parameters are set. These include
the density, temperature, magnetic and potential profiles.
Chapter 3 explains the methodology used in obtaining the coil set
geometry and conductor currents. This chapter discusses the philosophy
behind the design process. This includes the desire to have a small end
cell. Also, it is desired that the central cell parallel currents be zeroed.
Other considerations include having a reasonable anchor beta and having a
circular flux surface. The flux surface should be circular in the central cell
and at the anchor minimum. Next, the iterative process used to obtain the
final design is outlined. Then, the plug, transition and anchor parameters
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will be examined and the effects of the size and currents of the coils will
be explained. The transition coils affect the anchor beta and the flux tube
shape. The final end cell magnet configurations are given for the two reactor
cases.
The fourth chapter discusses the power needed by the end cell. Rough
calculations are performed to estimate the power needed for thermal barrier
and potential peak formation. This includes power needed for neutral beam
pumping, sloshing ion injection and hot electron anchor heating. These are
combined to get an estimate for the Q value for this reactor.
The final chapter concludes by outlining the advantages and disad-
vantages of a TARA type reactor. Conclusions are stated for what the end
cell parameters should be and what is used for the design.
25

CilAlPTE.R 2.
Design Issues
II.A. Introduction
The physics issues that pertain to the TARA reactor design include
1.) general physics of the plug potential enhancement and thermal barrier
formation, 2.) coil design considerations, and 3.) the power and particle
balance. These issues and how they relate to the reactor design will be
briefly discussed in this chapter.
H.B. Potential Enhancement using Thermal Barriers
The axicell contains both the thermal barrier and the plugging poten-
tial. The plugging potential acts to electrostatically confine the passing
ions. The thermal barrier thermally isolates the hot plug electrons from
the thermal central cell electrons. A high magnetic field separating the
26
central cell frorm the thermal barrier thrott les the passing ion density, this
decreases the energy needed to maintain the thermal barrier.
The potential depression for the thermal barrier is formed by heating
the electrons. The hot, mirror confined electrons throttle the flow of the
thermal central cell electrons to the end cell. Therefore, only the electrons
beyond the thermal barrier will be heated to form the plugging potential.
The passing central cell ions will see the potential dip and will tend to
accumulate in it. This lowers the depth of this potential well. These ions
must be pumped out at the same rate they fall into the well. This is done
with ion pumping.
For ion pumping, neutral beams are injected into the plasma at the
barrier. The beams consists of deuterium atoms that ionize by charge
exchange or by impact ionization. There can be two beams of different
energies to pump different energy classes of particles. The two classes are
the deeply trapped particles and the shallowly trapped particles.
Shallowly trapped ions are ions that are magnetically trapped in the
thermal barrier. In Figure 3, these ions are trapped between 1 and 2, and
4 and 5. The magnetic field is between 24 and 10 Tesla between points 1
and 2. Points 4 and 5 are where the potential rises above the central cell
value. At the bounce point, the ions have all their energy as rotational
27
energy. Charge exchanging removes the ion's rotational energy. Thus,
these particles are no longer trapped, and pass to the central cell. A low
energy neutral beam injected perpendicularly to the plasma axis is used to
detrap the shallowly trapped ions. This low energy pump beam (LEPB)
has just enough energy to penetrate the plasma.[8]
Deeply trapped particles are at the bottom of the potential well. They
require a high energy to remove them. The high energy beams (HEPB)
have neutral atoms that are injected into the thermal barrier loss cone.
They charge exchange with the cold ions trapped in the barrier and pass
into the central cell as hot ions. The cold neutral is then lost.
Another variation on the ion pumping is currently under investiga-
tion.[9J It consists of only low and medium energy pump beams. The low
energy beams are the same as before. The medium energy pump beam
(MEPB) is a neutral beam injected at an angle to the machine axis, at
a point on the outboard side of the choke coil. This pumping scheme is
illustrated in Figure 4. A LEPB pumps particles under line A. The MEPB
pumps under line B. This MEPB beam keeps the barrier from filling in.
This pumping scheme requires sufficient access between the two high field
axicell magnets for the MEPB to enter at an angle to the plasma axis. This
design is given in more detail in the coil design section.
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1 2 3 4 5
Figure 3. Schematic of the potential profile in axicell. (1) is the 24
T peak field. (2) is the inboard 10 T field point. (3) locates the 5.12 T
point (this is the potential minimum of the thermal barrier. (4) is where
the potential is equal to the central cell potential. (5) is the 10 T field point
where the maximum plugging potential is located.
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Figure 4. Velocity space diagram at the axicell minimum field. Under
line A is pumped by the LEPB, the MEPB pumps under line B and line C
is the axicell loss cone.
The depth of the barrier potential is set by the ratio of b/Te. Ideally,
eb/T,ee should be 4 or 5 for good electron confinement in the central cell.[5,10]
Any value lower than that can lead to a high power requirement to form the
plugging potential. This occurs because the thermal central cell electrons
are no longer isolated from the plug electrons, so they are heated, too. On
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going work[101 suggests that a minimum value for 4b/Tec is 3.2. This is
a necessary inimum for the TARA reactor design to form the plugging
potential with an economical power level.
The plugging potential is formed by heating electrons so they escape
from the plug region. The electrons see this region as a potential well, so
energy must be added to the electron for it to escape. As the electrons are
pumped out of the potential peak region, the potential will rise. For each
successive electron pumped out, it takes increasingly more energy to pump
out the next electron.
ECRH, traditionally used to form the potential peak, adds perpen-
dicular momentum to the electron. This is considered inefficient with the
high pumping speeds required for the TARA reactor, since the electron only
needs parallel momentum to to escape the potential peak region.
Bounce frequency electron pumping accomplishes this by adding an
electric field parallel to the axial magnetic field. This electric field is
resonant with the bounce motion of the trapped electrons in the plug. It
serves to drive the electrons from a trapped region in momentum space to
a passing region where the electrons can then escape. This, in turn, lowers
the plug electron density.
Potok[10] estimates for a TARA reactor with a potential peak of ap-
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proximately 100 keV above the central cell potential arid ,/Te= 3.2,
roughly 63 MW per plug is needed for electron bounce heating (1111 I). This
power requirement could be lowered by using a higher value for <b/Tec. For
the same test case, 631 I MW per plug of power is needed if ECRH is used
instead of EBH.
The major disadvantage of using EBH is that it-is not an experimen-
tally verified method of pumping the electrons. ECRH heating is more
demonstrated, but the power requirement makes it highly unattractive for
a reactor.
The thermal barrier and plugging potential are combined into one cell
by the use of sloshing ions. The sloshing ions provide the proper density
profile for the potential profile. They, also, provide ion stability. Sloshing
ions are created by neutral beams injected perpendicularly to the axis, off
the axicell midplane. This creates a hot ion component in a deep mirror.
There is a local density depression at the axicell midplane and there are
symmetric density peaks on either side of the midplane. The thermal
barrier is at the density depression and the potential peak is at the outer
density peak.[1]
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II.C. Design Considerations
The basic concept of this reactor design is to use the same central
cell as the MARS reactor design, but design the end cell similar to the
TARA experiment. Two reactor designs using different ion pump beam
configurations are identified . The first, referred to as the HEPB case, has
access in the axicell for low and high energy pump beams. The second,
called the MEPB reactor, has access for a pump beam to intersect the
plasma at the outboard side of the choke coil.
This section will outline the design of the central cell, axicell, transition
and anchor. The discussion on the central cell gives a brief description of
the blanket design, too.
H.C.1. Central Cell
Since the central cell is the same as the MARS design, the coil size,
position, current density and number are already set. The blanket and
shield designs are set, also. This may not be the optimum central cell design
for the TARA reactor, but for the preliminary study this was choosen to
be the common parameter for design for MARS and the TARA reactors.
33
''able 3. Cent ral coil specifications.
Parameter Value
Radius (in) 2.44
Cross section (m X m) .884 x .932
Average current density (A/cm2 ) 1473
Axial spacing (in) 3.16
Total number of coils 42
Central cell length (in) 130
Maximum field in conductor (T) 7
This may not be the optimum central cell design for the .present MARS
design either, since it is based on an earlier MARS design.[5] Table 3 gives
the specifications for the central cell coils.[11]
The central cell has an on-axis field of 4.7 T. Since the central cell is
a set of discrete magnets, there is an axial field ripple. The on-axis axial
field ripple is 5.7% . The peak field in the conductor bundle is 7 T. Since
NbTi superconductor can withstand fields in the conductor up to 8 T, this
material is chosen for the central cell coil conductor.[5]
The field strength is chosen to obtain a high central cell beta. The high
beta implies an efficient use of the magnetic field energy. This requires a
low field. This field must be high enough to have a reasonable beta for
interchange stability. The central cell field is, also, chosen by two other
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criteria. The first is the desire to have a small central cell radius. This
implies a small end ecll, which indicates a smaller amount of energy is
needed to maintain the end cell. The second is a desire for a reasonable
wall loading. For a given fusion power and central cell length, the plasma
radius may be calculated.
The central cell coils are set far from the plasma to allow.room for the
blanket, reflector and shield. The blanket structure[5 is HT-9 and is cooled
with Lil7 Pb83 . The lithium lead acts as a neutron multiplier and tritium
breeder. The energy multiplication factor from the neutrons.in this blanket
is 1.39. The tritium breeding ratio is 1.13. Figure 5 shows the horizontal
and vertical cross sectional view of the blanket. The blanket is divided into
modules for easy maintainence. The individual lithium lead modules are
38 centimeters thick and roughly 180 centimeters long. They are enclosed
by a 43 centimeter thick reflector and a 41 centimeter thick shield. The
overall thermal conversion efficiency of this design is 38.6% .
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II.C.2. Axicell
The first design in this section describes the IIEMI and LEPI) axicell
design. The axicell plug magnets, shown in Figure 6, have a similar configuration
to the one given in the Comparative End Plug Study.[3 The first plug mag-
net is similar to the MARS high field choke coil design. The high field choke
coil reduces the number of passing ions to the end cell from tle central cell.
This reduces the power needed to drive the plug. The choke coil is a two
magnet combination that consists of a superconducting outer magnet that
generates roughly 16 T and a copper insert that generates an additional 8
T. The superconductor is Nb3 Sn(Ti) reinforced with steel. Figure 7 shows
the cross sectional veiw of the plug set and the copper insert position may
be seen. This copper coil is close to the axis and has no shielding to protect
it against neutron damage. Thus, it is expected to have an operational life
of over one year.[11] Figure 7 shows the magnetic field contours for the
choke coil, also. This is not an optimized magnet set.
Next to the high field coil is a bucking coil. The bucking coil's current
runs in the opposite direction from the other coils in the axicell. This serves
to reduce the field at the plug minimum in a short distance. This keeps the
plug length small. The field at the plug minimum for this reactor design is
5.11 T. Therefore, the beta reduced field will be 4 T. After the bucking coil
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is a one meter space to allow access for sloshing ion bears, charge exchange
pump beams and ECRII.
The outer plug field, for the HEPBl case, is set to 13 T on axis.
This plug magnet must be set far from the axis of the machine to allow
neutral beam access for thermal barrier pumping. High energy neutral
beam access requires that the outer plug magnet have a conical shape.
Figure 8 demonstrates the neutral beam access to the thermal barrier. This
coil shape allows for 50 centimeters of shielding between the coil and the
neutral beam. Such a distance, along with the required 13 T needed on axis,
makes a 16 T field in the superconductor. Figure 9 shows the magnetic field
strength contours in these plug magnets. The 13 T field is choosen in part
because the engineering constraints of the Nb3 Sn(Ti) superconducting coil
allow only for a maximum field in the conductor of 16 T. A copper insert
near the axis can not be used to raise the field for the outer plug since that
would block neutral beam access. The ratio of central cell to anchor beta
decreases as the outer plug magnet is moved farther from the axis. This
is due to the field covering a longer length, thus, adding to the amount of
bad curvature. Therefore, the anchor beta must increase to compensate.
An alternate design is being developed for the use with the MEPB
scheme. In this design (Figure 10), the choke coil is the same as the previous
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HEPB reactor.
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.5J31
design, but, there is no bucking coil. This is reTloved for M.Pl13 access. The
outer plug magnet is moved 4.1 meters away from the choke coil to allow
the vacuum field to drop to 5.11 T. The outer plug coil no longer needs to
be designed for HEPB access, so it may now be a simple solenoid set closer
to the machine axis. This allows the outer peak field to be 16 T on-axis.
1.C.3. Transition
The transition coils use the same solenoidal configuration that the
TARA experiment uses.[6] The transition coil's main purpose is to zero
the parallel currents, and circularize the flux tube. The current in the
transition is used to zero the parallel currents. The axial spacing affects
the flux tube geometry. These effects are interrelated, but it is assumed for
the final design that the parallel current is zeroed first, before the flux tube
is examined.
Tandem mirrors are designed for overall quadrupole symmetry. However,
these machines are asymmetric in the end cells. This asymmetry generates
axial image currents in the plasma. If these currents flow the entire length
of the mirror machine, the central cell flux tube can become distorted.
(The flux tube in a mirror is defined by the constant pressure surfaces.)
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This distortion of the ux tube in the central cell can lead to enhanced
radial transport since the drift surfaces may no longer correspond to flux
surfaces.[1]
To reduce this effect, most of the ions should be reflected in the axisym-
metric region of the reactor and the average drift off the flux tube in the
asymmetric region should be minimized. This is equivalent -to having no
parallel currents in the central cell. The parallel currents in the central cell
are equal to
j 11 IB1fL O d.,d (p. 1
where P and PL are the parallel and perpendicular pressure distributions,
and kO is the geodesic curvature of the magnetic field. 0 is defined as the
flux surface and B, is the central cell field.[12
The most desirable reactor design would include a knob that can be
adjusted to zero the parallel currents in the central cell. This knob is the
transition's current and size. For a given transition size, the coil's current
can be varied until the central cell parallel currents vanish.
Adjusting the transition's current and size does not always have a good
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effect. since the flux tube shape is sensitive to this knob, also. This can be
seen by looking at the tandem mirror in sections. If' the minimum B cells
are turned on and the central cell is not, the flux tube shape at the anchor
minimums are circular. If the central cell is turned on, along with the
anchors, it is assumed the flux tube in the central cell will remain circular.
However, depending on the transition, the flux tube at the anchor minimum
will not necessarily be circular. The effect of this is being studied further
at Lawrence Livermore.[11 So, the transition has the role of adjusting the
quadrupole field in such a way that the central cell parallel currents vanish
along with obtaining a circular flux tube at the minimum of the anchor.
Using the long, thin approximation, the parallel currents on the 45 de-
gree line reduce to
= ff (P11 + Pj_)(y"y - z"z)
where z and y are the field line coordinates, and z" and y" are the second
derivatives of the field lines.[121 The long, thin approximation assumes
the field line is very close to the axis and the conductor bundles are far
away. The Lawrence Livermore code STAB16 [131, plots this integral for
the parallel current.
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STAB16 is a code that predicts the 0 needed for interchange stability
of a tandem mirror. The inputs to the code are the coil set gceomet'ry, the
ratio of the central cell beta (,3c,) to plug beta (,p) and the ratio of 0,,
to transition beta (0t), along with a pressure profile. The output includes
the central cell beta to anchor beta (0#,) ratio. A sample output file from
STAB16 is given in Appendix A. The output file includes the input file and
plots of various parameters such as geodesic curvature, progressive stability
integral, pressure profile, normal curvature and magnetic field profile.
The decision for the final transition design is made by weighing all these
effects. The most important effect is considered to be the zeroing of the
central cell parallel currents. Thus, the effect of flux tube recircularization
was not held to such strict limits as theory suggests.
The recircularization of the flux tube at the anchor minimum was
relaxed. This is based on assuming the MHD equilibrium does not closely
depend on the degree of recircularization in the anchor. How much the
noncircularity effects the radial transport and MHD equilibrium has yet to
be determined and is currently a topic of study.[11 It is possible to get a
fairly circular flux tube in the anchor minimum by moving the transition
coils out to 4 or more meters away from the z axis.
Radial transport is not an important effect for a TARA type design as
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it potentially is in the MARS design. This is because the passing ions do
not travel to the transition region.[6
H.C.4. Anchor
The anchor is a low field, symmetric yin-yang pair. The minimum
anchor field is set to 2.5 T and a mirror ratio of 1.4 to 1.5 is desired. For
the final designs, the mirror peaks are at 3.77 T for the HEPB case, and 3.73
T for the MEPB case. The anchor is about as small as it can be and still
accommodate the shielding requirements. This design allows for shield and
structure thickness no greater than one meter thick. Interchange stability
requires a limit of the central cell beta to be set by having the #cc/ being
greater than .42 for the HEPB case and .38 for the MEPB case. Thus the
MARS central cell beta of 28% means the anchor beta must be larger than
66% for the HEPB reactor and 74% for the MEPB design.
Interchange stability is obtained by balancing the # weighted bad cur-
vature and the 0 weighted good curvature regions of a tandem mirror. The
bad curvature regions are where the plasma is concave outward; this is typi-
cally the transition region. The good curvature regions have curvature that
is concave inwardly. The minimum B anchor is the good curvature region.
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The long thin approximation gives the condition for interchange stability as:
S(P11+PJ-)f-L a l k ds > 0.
In this integral,[41 k. is the normal curvature of the flux bundle and for the
45 degree field line, it is given by,
ka = (z"X + y/"Y).
This integral is performed over the entire length of the plasma, L.
Balancing the good and bad curvature regions results in the above
integral being nulled at the end of the machine. This determines what
ratio of anchor P to central cell # is needed to make the entire tandem
mirror configuration stable to interchange modes. A short transition is
desired so that the undesirable negative contribution to the integral of the
bad curvature transition is minimized.
The long, thin approximation is used by STAB16 to determine the
beta limits for the interchange stability of a tandem mirror. STAB16
evaluates the maximum beta allowed in the anchor for interchange stability.
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Another code, TEIASCO [14], sets more stringent limits on the anchor
beta. TEBASCO evaluates the ballooning and flute instability. At this
time TEBASCO has not been run for the TARA reactor, but will be in the
near future.
II.D. Power and Particle Balance
The Q value is defined as the fusion power divided by the total injected
power absorbed. The power injected into the plasma includes the ion
pumping power in the thermal barrier, the sloshing ion power, the ECRH
power in the barrier and anchor, and the EBH power to form the plugging
potential.
The central cell ion particle balance includes sources such as the slosh-
ing ion ionization current and the ion pumping neutral beam ionization
current. The ion particle sinks are the DT ion burn rate, the end loss
current, the radial losses, and the sloshing ion loss rate.[3]
The central cell ion power balance source terms are the energy im-
parted to the ions from the fusion alphas and the ionization energy sources.
The ion energy sinks are the charge exchange energy losses due to the
neutral beams, the radial energy loss, the ion-electron energy transfer, and
the axially lost ion energy.[3,5
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The central cell electron particle balance is given by setting it equal to
the ion particle balance. Thus, the loss of DT ions due to plasma burnup,
the radial loss of ions and the electron end loss must balance with the
electrons introduced from the neutral beams and sloshing ion beams.[5]
The central cell electron power balance sources are the ECRI power
delivered to the thermal barrier, the EBH power used to form the plugging
potential, the power deposited into the electrons by the fusion alphas, the
ion-electron energy transfer, ionization sources due to the ion pump beams
and the energy from the sloshing neutral beams' electrons. The power
sinks include synchrotron radiation and the axial power lost.[3,51 The axial
losses are directed to a direct converter where the conversion efficiency is
estimated at 51.5% .[11]
To complete a power and particle balance, several parameters must
be set or calculated. These parameters include the density, temperature,
magnetic field and potential field profiles. These must be determined along
with the fusion power required, the central cell length and the input power
to the plasma. To compare the TARA reactor with MARS, the fusion
power, along with the central cell parameters are choosen to be roughly the
same.
The central cell is to generate 2600 MW of fusion power. For a neutron
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wall loading of 3.5 MW/m2, the plasma radius is 49 centimeters and the
central cell length is 130 meters long. The central cell magnetic field is
.1.7 T. The density is 3.5 X 10 2 0 /m 3 and the ions are at 24 keV and the
electrons are at 28 keV.
The high field choke magnet is the same as the MARS design. It is
a 24 Tesla peak field magnet. The axicell minimum is at 5.11 T, which
becomes beta depressed to 4 T. The outer axicell peak field is 13 T on axis
for the HEPB reactor and 16 T for the MEPB reactor. The plug length
is roughly 5 meters peak to peak for the HEPB case and 7. meters for the
MEPB case. The thermal barrier is formed at the plug minimum, and the
potential peak is formed at the 10 T point of the axicell.
The thermal barrier depth is set by 4b/Te = 3.2, which makes the
thermal barrier 90 keV below the central cell potential. This results in
having 4b/Tic = 3.7, where Tic is the central cell ion temperature. The
potential peak is roughly 100 keV above the central cell potential. The hot
electrons are at 820 keV and the barrier warm electrons are at 124 keV.
Their respective densities are 4.0 X 1019 /m 3 and 1.4 X 1019 /m 3 . The ion
passing density, n"", is given by,
n'j" = n(B-*b)( 1Sp1 "b/Tie
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where Bob is the beta depressed barrier minimum field and Bpi is the in-
board axicell peak field.[4] For the TARA reactor parameters, nir" -
1.60 X 10' 9/m 3. The sloshing ion density is set at 1.0 X 10' 9 /rn. Thus, g,
defined as,
ntnp
where nt is the trapped density and n, is the passing density, is set at 2.75.
This results in the total warm electron density being 5.4 X 1019/m 3. A final
parameter, Gb, is defined as,
n~otalalosh
nj~tar gbas "+njl'Gb = %npt~ g nfpG
The value of Gb for the TARA reactor is 3.38.
The transition density is the same as the anchor density which is 1.4 X
1019 /m 3 . The anchor electron temperature is approximately 820 keV. The
anchor's minimum field point is set at 2.5 T and the peaks are at 3.77 T.
The magnetic field and potential profiles used for the TARA reactor
are shown in Figure 11. The density and temperature profiles are shown in
Figure 12.
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Figure 11. Schematic of the magnetic field and potential profile used
for the TARA reactor design.
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Figure 12. Schematic of the axial temperature and density profiles
used for TARA reactor.
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CHAPTER 3.
Coil Set Design
III.A. Introduction
The basic concept of this reactor design is to use the same central cell
design as the MARS reactor, but with an end cell that has a magnetic
cofiguration similar to the TARA experiment.
The first step in designing the TARA reactor is to choose the magnetic
field profile. The central cell field and the axicell maximum field are the
same as the present MARS design. The plug coils are kept close together
and a bucking coil is used to depress the plug field to keep the plug length
small. The plug should not be so short in length that the adiabaticity of
the passing particles' orbits is violated.
The next major consideration is to zero the parallel currents in the
central cell. The beta limits for the anchor for interchange stability should
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be reasonable, also. O less importance is the desire to have a circular flux
tube in the central cell map to a circle in the anchor minimum.
III.B. Iterative Process
An iterative process is used to determine if a coil set meets the desired
criteria. First, the magnetic field profile is set and verified. If the field does
not have the correct minima and maxima, the coil currents and coil cross
sections are varied until the proper field values are attained.
The second step can be done two ways. The first method is to adjust
the transition in such a way as to get a circular flux tube in the central cell
to map to a circle at the anchor minimum. Then the central cell parallel
currents are checked to see if they are nulled. Usually, they are not nulled
since a circular flux surface in the central. cell and anchor minimum does
not automatically imply zeroed central cell parallel currents. The second
method is to adjust the transition coil current to zero the central cell parallel
currents. Then, the circularity of the flux tube is examined. Normally, the
circular flux tube from the central cell becomes distorted in the anchor
minimum.
Setting up the magnetic field profile for a coil set is done with the
Lawrence Livermore code EFFI.[15 This is a magnet design code that
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calculates the magnetic field along the mirror machine. The output. frorn
EIFFI is fed into STAB16.
Inputs to STAB16 are the ratio of the central cell beta to the plug beta
and the ratio of the central cell beta to transition beta. The plug beta is
equal to the central cell beta. The transition to central cell beta ratio is
found by
c - )exp - /T,.
The minimum transition field is not fixed, so if it varies considerably the
3cc/ot ratio must be altered accordingly. The STAB16 output includes the
parallel current profile over the entire length of the machine, so it may
be checked. It also includes the ratio of #cc/O. for the marginal stability
case where the beta weighted curvature integrated over the entire length of
the machine is nulled. This indicates what P, is required for interchange
stability.
STAB16 plots the parallel currents. The transition current is adjusted
until the parallel currents in the central cell vanish or a very slight change
in the transition current causes the parallel current to change sign. The flux
tube is checked for circularity by running three field lines from the central
cell to the anchor. The field lines in the central cell start at the 0, 45 and
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0 degree lines and at a given radius. They are run to the anchor minimum
13 point. At the minimum field, the lines are checked to see if they still lie
at the correct angle and lie on a circle. The transition is adjusted until the
field lines do this. After this iterative process is run through many times
and a coil set is found that meets all the criteria, it is hoped the the anchor
beta required for interchange stability is no more than twice the central
cell beta.
III.C. Results
To get a circular flux tube at the anchor minimum and in the central
cell, the length of the transition is varied along with either the distance
the coils are placed off the z axis or the coil's current. These parameters
are varied until the proper circularity is achieved. For a circular flux tube,
Figure 13 demonstrates the trend of decreasing current density for a longer
transition length. This graph leads to the conclusion that for this coil
configuration the optimum length of the transition is about 3.5 meters long.
The coil configuration for this graph and the other graphs given in this
section are listed in Appendix B.
Figure 13 and the other figures in this section are, mainly, to demonstrate
trends. Often, the parameters being graphed vary greatly with the transi-
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Figure 13. Transition current density versus transition length for a
recircularized flux surface.
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tion current and the amiotint of recircularization. Slight variations in the
maximum and iuiIi Imum magnetic field points have an effect, also. The
iterative process makes it very difficult to keep the magnetic field exactly
the same for each trial, so the field maximum and minimum points can
vary by roughly 1% . Table 4 demostrates two trials where the transition
length and vertical spacing were the same, but because of slight magnetic
field variations, the transition current needed to null the parallel currents
in the central cell varies. This results in a small change in the #ce/ 3 4 ratio
needed for the marginal interchange stability case. The final effects are
on the location of the minimum B point in the anchor and on the amount
of recircularization there. Again; Table 4 shows the slight variations that
occur in the recircularization.
If the parallel currents in the central cell are zero, the transition current
decreases as the transition length is increased. This trend is given in Figure
14. This is a slightly different coil configuration from the one used for
Figure 13, and that accounts for variations. This coil configuration is given
in Appendix B.
The next transition parameter to be varied is the height the coils are
placed off the machine z axis. This vertical spacing must include shielding,
so the minimum spacing is roughly one meter. Figure 15 demonstrates
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Table 4I. Variations with slight B-field changes.
Parameter
Transition center location (m)
Transition length (m)
Transition current density (A/cm 2)
Transition cross section (m)
Transition axial spacing (m)
Anchor minor and major radii (m)
Choke coil peak field (T)
Plug minimum field (T)
Plug outer peak (T)
Anchor inner peak (T)
Anchor minimum (T)
Anchor outer peak (T)
Central cell parallel current (A)
Anchor minimum field location (m)
Field line locations at anchor
minimum* (x,y)
Case 1
82.15
6.0
1110
.75X.75
2.0
1.25 X 2.4
23.99
5.118
12.93
3.775
2.48
3.76
.6021
-95.
88.70
(.7631,0.0)
(.4897,.1948)
(0.0,.3791)
Case 2
82.15
6.0
1090
.75X.75
2.0
1.25 X 2.4
24.02
5.115
12.96
3.77
2.493
3.77
.6158
-9.5
88.60
(.7703,0.0)
(.4933,.1844)
(0.0,.3552)
* Mapped from a central cell radius of 36 centimeters.
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Figure 14. Transition current density versus transition length for j
very small in the central cell and with trinsition coil axial spacing of 2.0
meters.
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the trend of transition current density versus the vertical spacing distance
of the transition coil. The parallel currents in the central cell ire not
zeroed but the plasma is circularized in the anchor minimum. In these
cases, the transition coil length is held constant but, the total length of
the transition is permitted to increase to achieve a circular flux tube at
the anchor minimum. If the total transition length were not increased, the
curve would be expected to rise more sharply.
If the central cell parallel currents are zeroed, for a given transi-
tion length, and the flux tube is not recircularized, the transition current
tends to rise as the transition coil vertical spacing increases. Figure 16
demonstrates this trend. The individual curves are for several anchor coil
sizes. The anchor mirror ratio is held constant. The anchor coil minor arc
radius is held constant for each curve. The major arc radius must be varied
slightly to compensate for the varaition in the magnetic field profile. Thus,
Figure 16 demonstrates that as the anchor size increases, more current-in
the transition is required to zero the parallel currents.
Another effect of varying the transition parameters is the variation of
Pee/3. For a fixed transition length and for the transition current varied
to null the parallel currents in the central cell, the Pcc/. ratio tends to
decrease as the transition spacing off the axis is increased. Figure 17 shows
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Figure 15. Transition current versus vertical spacing for recircularized
flux tube. The transition coil is 3.47 meters long, but the total transition
length varies.
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Figure 16. Transition current versus transition vertical spacing for ill
very small in the central cell. The transition is 6 meters long. The curves
are for anchor minor arcs of 1.25, 1.50 and 2.25 meters in radius; the anchor
mirror ratio is fixed at roughly 1.50.
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this trend. This graph demonstrates that a smaller anchor results in a
higher 0cc/;a ratio for a given transition axial spacing.
The effect of the total length of the transition on the central cell parallel
currents for a circular flux tube at the anchor minimum is shown in Figure
18. This demonstrates that the parallel currents decrease as the total
transition length is increased. The total transition length is determined
by setting the transition coil length and then moving the coil away from
the last plug magnet. Thus, when the transition coil is placed next to the
last plug coil, the total transition length is simply the transition length. If
the transition coil is moved so there is a two meter space between the last
plug coil and the transition coil, the total transition length is the transition
coil length plus the two meters.
The anchor length has very little effect on the parallel currents. This
is seen by keeping the anchor major and minor arcs at constant radii, but a
straight section is added to the inboard anchor coil. Figure 19 shows where
the straight section is added to the inboard anchor coil. Figure 18 has no
straight section added to the anchor. For comparision, Figure 20 and 21
have straight sections on the inboard coil that are .30 and 1.00 meters long,
respectively. These show that over this range of lengths, the central cell
parallel currents do not vary greatly.
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Figure 17. Oc,/# versus transition vertical spacing for a transition
length of 6 meters and ill is very small in the central cell. The curves are for
anchor minor arc radii of 1.25 and 1.50 meters.
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Straight Section
Figure 19. Anchor coil with straight section.
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Figure 20. ill versus total transition length. The transition coil length
is set to 3.47 meters; the anchor inboard coil has a straight section added
that is .30 meters long.
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Figure 21. i versus total transition length for a transition coil 3.47,
meters long and an anchor inboard coil straight section 1.00 meters long.
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Por a circularized plasma, the total transition length has a very slight
effect on the Icc/#a ratio. Figure 22 demonstrates this. The three'curves
are for the three cases where the anchor inboard coil has had straight
sections added. The longer the straight section requires a smaller anchor
beta for interchange stability.
The transition current is varied until the central cell parallel currents
get very small or actually change sign. For the final transition design the
axial spacing is held constant at two meters. The effect on the flux tube
shape can be seen in Figure 23. These are plots of the flux tube shape at the
anchor minimum and at the most circular point in the anchor. These plots
are for field lines starting in the central cell at the 0, 45 and 90 degree field
lines, and at a radius of 36 centimeters. The flux tube shape at the anchor
minimum is square. This shape can be altered by moving the transition
coils farther away from the machine axis. Figure 24 shows the flux tube
shape for a 6 meter long transition that is set 2 and 3 meters off the machine
axis. The flux tube is more circular for the case with vertical spacing of
3 meters. Figure 25 demonstrates the flux surface shape at the anchor
minimum for the case with a 7 meter long transition whose coils are placed
4 meters off the machine axis.
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Figure 22. ,5e/3 versus total transition length. The transition coil
is fixed at 3.47 meters long and the flux tube is recircularized. Straight
sections are added to the anchor inboard coil.
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Figure 24. Flux tube shape at anchor minimum B point for a transition
6 meters long and (a) the vertical spacing is 2 meters, and (b) the vertical
spacing is 3 meters.
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iI
Figure 25. Flux tube shape at the anchor minimum B point for a transi-
tion 7 meters long.
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III.D. Final Design
There are two final cases. One case is designed for HEPB and LEPB
access. The other case is designed for MEPB access.
For the HEPB case, the EFFI input for the coils is given in Figure 26.
This configuration has a 4 meter long transition. The transition coils are 2
meters off axis. Table 5 gives the axicell and transition coil specifications.
Table 6 gives the anchor specifications. The STAB16 graphs for jl and the
progressive integral are given in Figure 27. Figure 28 is the flux tube shape
at the anchor minimum when the field lines begin as a circle in the central
cell.
The MEPB case has no bucking coil in the plug. It has a 4 meter
long transition, spaced 2 meters off axis. The EFFI input for this case is
in Figure 29. Table 7 gives the axicell and transition magnet specifications.
Table 8 shows the anchor coil specifications. Figure 30 gives the jl and
progressive integral. Figure 31 shows the shape of the flux tube at the
anchor minimum.
The peak magnetic field in the yin yang coil for the TARA reactor
design is 7.5 T. The maximum field in the MARS yin yang conductor is 9.9
T, thus if the stresses are proportional to the maximum field squared, the
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Table 5. Axicell and transition magnet specifications for the ILEPB case.
Radius Current
Density
(m) (Amps/m 2)
Bmax
Conductor
(T)
Choke coil, copper insert
Superconducting choke coil
Bucking coil
First outer plug coil
Second outer plug coil
Third outer plug coil
Fourth outer plug coil
Fifth outer plug coil
Transition coil
1.08X.50
2.65 X 1.03
0.50 X 2.40
0.53 X 1.10
0.53X 1.10
0.53X 1.10
0.53X 1.10
0.53 X 1.10
.75X.75 2.0
Table 6. Anchor coil specifications for the HEPB reactor.
Parameter Inboard coil Outboard coil
Cross Section (m X m)
Major radius (m)
Minor radius (m)
Current density (Amps/cm2)
B... conductor
Coil Cross
Section
(mxm)
.5353
1.915
2.50
2.10
2.25
2.40
2.55
2.70
2883
1575
2609
2900
2000
2000
2000
1790
1832
24
13
6.0
17
17
15
15
13
9
.87X.87
2.35
1.25
775
7.5
.87X.87
2.35
1.25
1442
7.5
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Figure 26. EFFI input for a reactor with an HEPB and LEPB. The
transition is 4 meters long and set 2 meters off the z axis.
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Figure 28. Flux tube shape at anchor minimum for reactor with HEPB.
The flux tube raduis in the central cell is 36 centimeters.
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TARA reactor yin yang has roughly 60% of the stress that the MARS yin
yang has.
Another comparison between the MARS and TARA reactor is the end
cell cost. The cost can be estimated by the weight since most costing
estimates are based on a per pound basis.[3] Thus, the cost of the end cell
can be compared by comparing the volume of the'end cells beyond the
choke coil. The estimated volume of these magnets and shields for MARS
is 580 m3 and this volume is 260 m 3 for the HEPB case and 270 m 3 for
the MEPB case for the TARA reactor. Thus the TARA reactor end cell
weighs roughly half of the MARS end cell. Because the TARA magnets are
a simple, circular design, the end cell magnet cost should be significantly
less than half of the MARS end cell.
Thus, the TARA reactor has less stress on the magnets which is desirable
from an engineering point of view. Also, the end cell should be considerably
less expensive due to it being so much shorter, and a simpler design.
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Table 7. Magnet specifications for MEPB reactor.
Radius Current
Density
(m) (Amps/m 2)
Bmax
Conductor
(T)
Choke coil, copper insert
Superconducting choke coil
Outer plug coil
Transition coil
1.08 X.50 .5353
2.65X1.03 1.915
2.65 X 1.03 1.915
.75X.75 2.0
Table 8. Anchor coil specifications for MEPB case.
Parameter Inboard coil Outboard coil
Cross Section (mXm)
Major radius (m)
Minor radius (m)
Current density (Amps/cm2 )
Bm.. conductor
Coil Cross
Section
(mxm)
2300
1580
2142
1865
24
16
19
9
.87X.87
2.32
1.25
820
7.5
.87X.87
2.32
1.25
1415
7.5
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Figure 29. EFFI input for a reactor with an MEPB. The transition is 4
meters long and set 2 meters off the z axis.
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Figure 31. Flux tube shape at anchor minimum for reactor with MEPB.
The flux tube raduis in the central cell is 36 centimeters.
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ClhAPTER 4.
Power Balance
V.A. Introduction
The purpose of this power balance calculation is to make a rough
estimate of the Q value for the TARA reactor. The Q value is defined as
the fusion power divided by the power input to the plasma. This chapter
gives rough scaling calculations needed for the power input to the end cells.
Again, these are considered rough estimates and will be used to compare
with MARS' input powers.
The end cells require the potential peak and thermal barrier be formed
and maintained. The potential peak and thermal barrier are formed with
EBH and ECRH, respectively. Sloshing ions are used to form the barrier
and plug in the same cell. Since ions tend to fill in the thermal barrier,
neutral beams must be used to pump these ions out. The anchor has hot
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electrons to maintain its beta needed for interchange stability. Figure 32
is a power flow diagram.
IV.B. Ion Pump Beams
The ions that fill the thermal barrier must be pumped out at the
same rate they enter. Neutral beams are used to pump out the ions
that trap in the thermal barrier region. The rate the ions fall into the
thermal barrier is the trapping current. The trapping current in amps is,
2qV mn [*B 2 +.185B:EBl]
735.5X1O9T icB2 1[[Bb
s x 1/2ji + piC
This is afit to Fokker Planck studies.[11,161 Bb is the average magnetic field
in the thermal barrier. It is given by,
Bb* = 2/3Boab + 1/6(B, 1 + Bp2)
where B, 1 is the inner plug field, Bp2 is the outer plug field, Bob is the bar-
rier minimum field. V is the volume of the barrier. The barrier volume is
assumed to extend one half meter either side of the plug minimum. , the
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average potential dip or the barrier is defined by,
0: = 2/3-O.
The ratio 4b to T is set at 3.2 (see Chapter 2 for a discussion on this).
Since the ion pumping power is proportional to the beam energy, it is
possible to lower the power needed by pumping the ions out in stages. The
pumping power for each stage, Pi, is,
Pi = f1 It,.aEb
where for i stages of pumping, fhIt,., is the current to be pumped by each
stage i, at each beam energy Ebi. If fi is small for a high energy stage, the
power required for high energy pumping might be acceptable. fi will be
large for the lower energy pumping, but this is compensated for by having
a much smaller Eb2 . Thus, pumping in stages can save power over pumping
the entire barrier region at only the high energy. Recent work[9] indicates
it is possible to pump only with low energy pump beams, so this prompted
the two reactor designs, each with access for different schemes of neutral
beam pumping.
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The two alternate designs require neutral beams at dilferernt energies.
The first design has two stages, a high energy pumIp beam (100 keV) and
a low energy pump beam (13 keV). This is the HEP3 case. The IHEPB
detraps the deeply trapped particles and the LEPR detraps the shallowly
trapped ions. The second design has medium energy beams (40 keV) only.
This is referred to as the MEPB case. It is posible to pump the thermal
barrier with lower energy beams only[9], but a 40 keV beam will also
pump the alphas that trap in the thermal barrier. 40 keV is where the
charge exchange cross section for the process Do + He++ = D+ + He+
is a maximum. Thus, at this energy the charge exchange cross section is
sufficiently large for effective pumping of the alpha ash out, of the thermal
barrier.[17]
The energy needed for the neutral beam must be enough to remove
a particle from the thermal barrier. For a HEPB the neutral beam aimed
down the axis of the machine, the beam needs a minimum energy of 90
keV. This assumes no energy from the beam is absorbed by the plasma
before the beam reaches the barrier region. To avoid the absorption before
the barrier, the beam is injected at an angle such that most of the beam
misses the plasma before it hits the thermal barrier. For this, the beam
injection energy must be increased by one over the cosine of the injection
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angle, where the injection angle is the angle between the machine axis and
the neutral beam line. The IIEPB is injected from the outboard side of the
outer axicell magnet set.
The LEPB needs just enough energy to penetrate the plasma. This
beam is injected perpendicularly where the plug potential equals the central
cell potential.
The MEPB energy is chosen to maximize the pumping of the alphas
that trap in the thermal barrier so that the neutral beam acts to pump both
the DT ions and the alpha particles from the thermal barrier. The MEPB
beam is injected on the outboard side of the choke coil at a 30 degree angle
to the plasma axis. The MEPB case is still under investigation.[9
The volume of the barrier for the HEPB case is 0.67 m 3 and the total
trapping current is 969 amps. The barrier volume for the MEPB case is 0.68
m 3 and the total trapping current is 942 amps. A self consistant calculation
for this case has been performed[18] and that resulted in a trapping current
for the MEPB case of 436 amps.
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IV.C. Neutral Beam Power
For the IIEPB case, which includes a I[El'B and a LEBP, the energies
and fraction of the trapping current they each pump must be determined.
The LEP3 is a neutral beam at an energy low enough that the beam
barely penetrates to the barrier plasma center. The purpose is to give the
shallowly trapped ions just enough parallel energy to escape the thermal
barrier.
These ions are injected at a 90 degree angle with the plasma. The
energy is determined by the criteria of desiring that most of the neutrals
penetrate to the z axis and that a small fraction of the neutrals actually
penetrate the plasma. This criteria is set by,[8)
1 < nprp(Uv)/vb > 4
where n, is the plasma density, r, is the plasma radius, (uv) is the total
cross section and Vb is the beam velocity.
Using this criteria, an energy of 13 keV is acceptable. The (uv) then,
for this case is 1.02 X 10- 7cm 3 /sec. The plasma density is 5.4 X 10 13 /cm 3 .
Thus,
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19.5 X 10-3/cm.
Since the plasma radius is 40 centimeters at the LEPB injection point, this
macroscopic cross section allows for roughly one e-folding distance before
the beam reaches the plasma center. For the HEPB case, it is assumed that
95% [161 of the ions are pumped by the LEPB. Thus the trapping current
pumped by the LEPB is 921 amps.
The HEPB must have an energy of at least the thermal barrier depth,
which is 90 keV. This will increase since the beam is injected at an angle
to avoid most of the plasma in the plugging potential region. This angle
must be less than the loss cone angle which is 33.7 degrees, it must also be
an angle that fits with a viable magnet design. Assuming the neutral beam
assembly is set at the same axial location as the anchor, and five meters
off the axis (Figure 33), the HEPB injection angle is 18.2 degrees. This
increases the injection energy slightly, so 100 keV beams are used.
The HEPB footprint should miss as much of the plasma as possible
until the beam hits the thermal barrier. The footprint size is set by the
plasma diameter at the barrier minimum. This is 90 centimeters. The
outer plug magnet is designed for the HEPB access. That is the reason for
the conical shape and the large size. This influenced the decision to use a
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13 T field on the outboard mirror. At the large radius needed for access
the magnet sees a field of 16-17 T, and that is the enginecrigri limit for a
superconductor.
The HEPB is expected to pump 5% [161 of the trapped particle current.
The current for the HEPB is 48 amps. This small current is balanced by
the high energy beam needed.
The second reactor design employs the use of a medium energy pump
beam, only. The energy for this beam is choosen so that the charge
exchange cross section for the alpha particles, which also trap in the thermal
barrier, is maximized, so they are pumped out of the barrier along with the
DT ions. The MEPB is a 40 keV beam that comes in at a 30 degree angle
with the machine axis. This pump beam hits the plasma at the 23.6 T
point. This is the closest the beam can hit to the 24 T point and still have
enough access for the pump beam.
To determine the pump beam power for both reactor designs, the rate
coefficients are needed. The rate coefficients for these two sets of beams
are given in Table 9.[19,201 The background ion temperature is 24 keV.
The hot electrons are at 820 keV and the warm electrons are at 124 keV.
The hot electrons dominate the electron-ion collision term so they have the
largest impact on that rate coefficient. The rate coefficients are used to
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Table 9. Rate coefficients for ion pump beaIs.
Parameter
Beam energy (keV)
Beam velocity (106 mn/s)
Costream velocity (106 m/s)
Counterstream velocity (106 m/s)
Costream energy (keV)
Counterstream energy (keV)
(eii)(10~7cm 3/sec)
(oiiv)c(10- 7cm 3/aec)
(au'v) ,(10- 7cm 3 /sec)
(u'C V)counter (10- 7cm 3 /sec)(Uiiv)oat,.(10~7 cm 3 /ec)(OgiV),,,(10-7CM3/Isec)
(o'"~V~ave (10- 7 CM 3 Isec)
(O!ev) , (1V) + (a'v)(107 cm3 /se ) )
(otV) = (o, v) + (Gi)(10-7cm3 /sec)
LIPL3 NiEPB IIEPB
13 40 100
1.116 1.96 3.095
0.0 0.0 0.0
2.63 3.474 6.19
24 24 24
72 126 400
.02
.36
.82
.50
.32
.43
.57
.45
1.02
.02
.36
.82
.48
.12
.42
.47
.44
.91
.02
.36
.82
.39
.042
.375
.43
.395
.826
estimate the total neutral beam current needed to account for various loss
mechanisms.
The first mechanism is the probability that a hot ion will ionize before
it charge exchanges. This factor of neutral beam increase is defined as F1 ,
where F1 is the net pumping rate divided by the injected neutral beam,
neglecting losses due to beam penetration, reionization and trapping of the
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injected ions. Thus,
9b1(acv))F1 = 1+ (-)(cvi-.
The second factor is the beam attenuation factor, F 2 . This is the frac-
tion of the beam absorbed by the plasma in the barrier. This factor is ap-
proximated by,[81 
-
F2 = 1-exp -f n(s)ds (
where s is the beam path length. The path length for the HEPB is roughly
80 centimeters and it is 40 centimeters for the LEPB. The MEPB has a
path length of approximately one meter.
The third factor affecting the neutral beam current needed, F3 , is the
reionization fraction. It is the fraction of charge exchanged products that
are reionized before they escape from the thermal barrier. This is estimated
at 0.83 for all the beams.[8
The final factor, F 4 , is the neutralization fraction of the neutral beam.
This is set at 90% of the equilibrium neutralization fraction.[8]
Table 10 gives these factors for each energy and the currents needed for
the HEPB reactor and the MEPB reactor. The actual neutral beam current
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per stage, I , is found by
1 = fJi,,p/F1 F 2 P3 F 4 .
The power per stage i, per plug, is Pi = IiEbi. Thus, the total energy
required for the reactor with HEPB is 170 MW. The MEPB reactor requires
138 MW for the ion pumping.
IV.D. Sloshing Ion Power
Sloshing ions enhance the potential peak by creating density peaks
symmetrically around the axicell midplane and a density depression at the
midplane. To accomplish this, the ions must be injected in such a way
that they reflect between two mirror points in the axicell. For the TARA
reactor, the sloshing ions are injected at 90 degrees at the 10.T point. The
ion energy is assumed to be roughly the same as MARS, thus 475 keV is
used as the injection energy for the sloshing ions. More analysis is needed
to determine exactly what the sloshing ion energy should be for the TARA
reactor.
The injection energy is used, in turn, to calculate the sloshing ion cur-
rent. The sloshing ion current is,[21]
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Table 10. 1on pumping energy calculation.
Parameter
Beam energy (keV)
fi
filtrap (amps)
F1
F2
F3
F4
1*(amps)
P = I*E(MW)
IHEPB Reactor MEPB Reactor* MEPB Reactor**
LEPB IIEPB MEPB ME1B
13
.95
921
.446
.86
.83
.88
3568
46.4
100
.05
48
.410
.68
.83
.54
384
38.4
40
1.00
942
.405
.92
.83
.82
3715
148.6
40
1.00
436
.405
.92
.83
.82
1719
69
*Calculated using the method outlined.
**Calculated using self consistant code.[18]
s.losh = 'acatt + X~
The Ihepb is the current that charge exchanges with the HEPB and is lost.
I'*a in amps is defined as,
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lion = "h
,cati 
~("'0Aosh
and,
(nr), o~h = 1.27 X 1O0 (M) / 2 (Eino)3/2Io ( 6 (
where (nr)aIoh is in sec/cm3 Einj is the injection energy in keV, M is the
ion mass in amu, B2 is the outer plug field, Bbo is the barrier minimum field
and VLoh is the sloshing ion volume (1.27 m 3 for the HEPB reactor and 2.05
m 3 for the MEPB reactor.) and A3 is the beta value at the barrier minimum.
The 640 is the potential difference between the outer mirror and the beam
injection point. 64 is estimated to be 100 keV. The hot ion density, nit is
given by,
nh= (Gb - gb)flPGa.
The Ih,p is the rate the sloshing ions charge exchange with HEPB.
This is,
hepb = hepb( nalosh ('70,10 h
Cn trap ) (trap
where ntrap is the trapped particle density, n.lo.h is the sloshing ion density,
and the rate coefficients are for charge exchanging.
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The values calculated for I'" are 11.8 amps ror the I EP13 case ard
8.5 amps for the MEN1 case. Therefore, the sloshiing ion power is 5.6 MW
for the HEPB reactor and .1.1 MW for the MEPB reactor.
IV.E. ECRH Power
Electron cyclotron resonance heating is used to form the'thermal bar-
rier. The thermal barrier has hot electrons at 820 keV and the bar-
rier depth is 90 keV. The ECRH. power is given by a scaling law,[3,5]
kj(1-P.ec)1/ 2 ( ?a.j)2EehVbGb
Pecrh 
- aync + 3/2 14.8 X 18Eh l0910(Reff,b)
where Eeh is the hot electron energy, Fc is the fraction of cold electrons at
the barrier, (nP"') is the average passing ion density, given by lnf"'[3, Vb
is the barrier volume, and Ref fb is the effective mirror ratio,
Ref f,b = (+ 0 .
k1 is 2.344 X 10- 22MWkeV"/ 2cm 3 .
The Pync is given by,
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= k,2 [ ,O)b(*LP + ('h % )2j+
k2 is 3.303 X 10- 2 0 MIVW/T 2 and (nP") is ,Pas. .[3] The ECRII power
estimated at 31.1 MW per plug for the JIEPB reactor and 30.1 MW per
plug for the MEPB reactor.
IV.F. Anchor ECRH Power
The power is estimated from P = EI, where E is the energy of the
particles needed and I is the particle current. The current is found from
qnV
where n is the density, r is the confinement time, and V is the volume being
heated. The r used for the ECRH heating in the anchor is the 90 degree
scattering time for the electrons, which is[22
ee .19 x 109 (T.)3/2
neIn b
where T, is in keV and n, is in CM3. X is given by,
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Xee = 2.83 X .O'Te/ne
Thus, for this anchor with hot electrons at 820 keV, the confinement time
is 609 msec. The anchor volume for the HEPB reactor is 5.48 m 3 , so the
current, I, is 20.16 amps. The volume of the anchor for the MEPB reactor is
5.26 - 3 and the current is 19.35 amps. The 820 keV electrons are needed to
maintain the anchor beta of roughly 70 % . The power needed to maintain
the hot electron anchor is approximately 16.5 MW for the HEPB case and
16 MW for the MEPB case.
1Y.G. Q Value
The Q value of this reactor is defined as fusion power divided by the
input power to the plasma. This reactor generated 2600 MW fusion power
in the central cell. The total input power to one end cell is 201 MW for the
HEPB reactor and 182 MW for the MEPB reactor. Table 11 lists the power
input for both reactor cases. Since MARS does not include power needed
for drift pumping in the Q value, the ion pump beam power is not included
in the calculation of the Q value for the TARA reactor. This makes a more
meaningful comparison between the two Q values. The Q value for the
HEPB and MEPB reactors are 11.3 and 11.6, respectively.
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Table 11. Power input to the end cell.
Power
Ion pump beam (MW)
Sloshing ion power (MW)
EB (MW)
ECRH for barrier formation (MW)
Anchor ECRH (MW)
Q
IEPB Reactor
170
11.2
126
62.2
33.
11.3
MEP13 Reactor
138
8.2
126
60.2
32.
11.6
MARS has an estimated Q value of 26.451 The TARA Q value is smaller,
however, the TARA reactor has the advantage of using neutral beams
to pump the ions from the thermal barrier instead of using an unknown
technology such as drift pumping. The TARA reactor has a small and
simple endcell which makes the design much simpler compared to MARS.
Finally, the TARA reactor has a hot electron anchor that uses ECRH which
is considered easier technology than the MARS hot ion anchor.
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CILAPTER 5.
Conclusion
V.A. Summary
Two reactor designs based on the TARA configuration have been identified.
The first reactor design uses high energy and low energy pump beams to
pump the ions trapped in the thermal barrier. The second design uses only
a medium energy pump beam to detrap the ions.
The baseline reactor has the same central cell as the MARS reactor
design. The central cell length is 130 meters and generates roughly 2600
MW of fusion power. The plasma radius is 49 centimeters and the neutron
wall loading is 3.5MW/m 2 . The central cell is bounded by a 24 T choke
coil. The axicell vacuum field minimum is 5.11 T and the thermal barrier
is generated there. The axicell outboard mirror field is 13 T for the HEPB
reactor and 16 T for the MEPB reactor. The transition for both reactors is
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'I meters long and the coils' vertical spacing is 2 meters. The hot electron
anchor has a minimum field of 2.5 T and a vacuum mirror ratio of roughly
1.5.
The HEPB reactor has two neutral beams for ion pumping of the ther-
mal barrier. A LEPB at 13 keV to pump the shallowly trapped particles,
and a IIEPB at 100 keV to pump the deeply trapped ions. The outer
axicell magnet is designed with a conical shape to allow for IEPB access.
A bucking coil is used in the axicell to depress the field to 5.11 T in a short
distance. There are 201 MW of power per end cell injected irito this reactor
resulting in a Q value of 11.3.
The design of the MEPB reactor has just one ion pump beam energy.
This beam is at 40 keV to maximize the alpha pumping in the thermal
barrier. There is no bucking coil in this reactor design to depress the axicell
minimum field to 5.11 T. This coil is removed to allow for MEPB access. To
continue having a 5.11 T minimum field, the outer axcell magnet is moved
away from the choke coil. This leaves a 4 meter space between the two
axicell magnets. Since the outer axicell magnet no longer needs to allow
for HEPB access, the coil can be a solenoid and the on-axis field raised to
16 T. The power per end cell for this reactor is 182 MW and the Q value
is 11.6.
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The advantages of a reactor like the TARA configuration include hav-
ing a small and simple end cell, requiring only ECIl power to heat the
anchor, having low anchor fields, and havifig good neutral beam access
ror neutral beam pumping. The MEP13 is a more desirable reactor over
the IIEPB case since it requires only one pumping energy and it has the
potential to pump the alpha ash in the thermal barrier.
The major disadvantage is the high plug power required. This is due
to the shallow thermal barrier and the ion pumping requirements. This
results in very low Q values for these reactors.
V.B. Conclusion
The TARA configuration does have some advantages over MARS. The
MARS end cell geometry is very complicated in order to null the drifts.
The advantages of the TARA design include the short endcell which results
in a lower endcell cost and lower stresses in the yin yang coils.
The TARA reactor configuration offers an alternative physics basis
from the MARS reactor, but it can not compete with the higher Q value
of MARS. The endcell configuration allows MARS to use drift pumping
and allows the reactor to have a large kb/T,, thus reducing the amount of
power needed to form the plugging potential. In this respect MARS has
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a very definite advantage over the TA fl A configuration because the ITARA
reactor has a shallow thermual harrier, which drives up the power needed to
fori the plug potential. Also, the TARA reactor relies on neutral beams
to pump the ions out of the thermal barrier. The neutral beams require
a large amount of energy. Thus the Q value of a TARA reactor is much
lower than the MARS Q value. Therefore, if the physics of MARS works,
it would be better reactor.
The potential advantage of a TARA type reactor, however, is that the
passing particles in this reactor configuration see only axisymmetric fields.
The passing particles in the MARS configuration do not, yet MARS still
assumes classical radial transport in the central cell. If this is not the case,
the MARS Q could fall below that of the TARA design.
Experimental confirmation of the physics the two mirror reactor designs
is needed. Experiments such as TARA, MFTF-B and TMX-U are very im-
portant in confirming or disproving the different physics assumptions these
reactor designs have been based on, and thus determining which concept
should be used for future reactor designs.
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APIENDIX A
STA16 Output for MEPB Reactor
111
EFI Input. for N111I IReactor Case.
LENCTH-v
CURRIENT-A/CU..2
1-Fl.LD-
CO LOPLUI 6
SOL 53.76 .5355 1.06 .50 2300. 6
SOL -5.76 .5345 1.04 .50 2300. 3
sl 11.505 1.915 2.61 1.03 1560. S
SOL -11.15 1.915 2.61 1.03 1560. $
SOL 73.140 1.916 2.61 1.03 2142. $
SOL -73.240 1.911 2.45 1.03 2142. $
OOIL a TEANS I
trY 77.35 2.00 4.00 4.00 1.99 .75 .7S -1865. $
TfX -77.35 2.00 4.00 4.00 1.99 .75 .75 -1865. $
COIL.AN4ON $
M!! 1.25 2.32 0.00 82.72 .87 .87 820. S
ET! 2.32 1.25 4.00 62.72 .87 .87 1415. $
CO1L-NIRCELL S
SQL 1.51 2.44 .84 .32 1473. $
SOL 4.74 2.44 .804 .9J2 1473. S
SQL 7.34 2.44 .04 .932 1473. $ 1.2
SOL 11.44 2.44 .84 .932 1473. 1.94
SOL 14.22 2.44 .884 .132 1473. $ 0.24
SOL 17.38 2.44 .814 .132 1473. $ 0.70
SQL 21.S4 2.44 .884 .I32 1473. $ 204.00
SQL 23.70 2.44 .814 .932 1473. S
SQL 26. 6 2.44 .864 .932 1473. S
SQL 31.62 2.44 .814 .932 1473. S
SQL 33.18 2.44 .684 .932 1473. W SETA RAT
30L 31.34 2.44 .184 .932 1473. 5 I IN THE
SQL 31.30 2.44 .664 .632 1473. 6 IETA(I/f
SOL 42.16 2.44 .864 .632 1473. 1 3ETA(P/C
SOL 43.12 2.44 .884 .632 1473. 6 bmto
SOL 41.6 2.44 .884 .632 1473. 6 ll""to
SQL 32.14 2.44 .84 .132 1473. 11M
SQL 33.30 2.44 .804 .932 1473. 6 UMAi4=
SOL 11.46 2.44 .664 .642 1473. 6 I0P
SOL 61.12 2.44 .864 .932 1473. B IMINPU
SOL 14.76 2.44 .884 .132 1473. 8 1M111.
SQL -1.16 2.44 .864 .932 1473. 5 IMINAm
SOL -4.74 2.44 .884 .632 1473. S
SOL -7.36 2.44 .114 .032 1473. S
SOL -11.06 2.44 .884 .032 1473. S
SOL -14.22 t.44 .884 .632 1473. S
SOL -17.32 2.44 .804 .932 1473. 5
SOL -14.64 2.44 .84 .932 1473. 5
SoL -23.76 2.44 .114 .032 1473. 6
SoL -23.36 f.44 .334 .03t 1473. 6
SOL -34.02 2.44 .84 .932 1473. 5
SQL -33.13 1.44 .84 .93t 1473. 5
SOL -38.14 2.44 .184 .932 1473. 5
SOL -U.*6 2.44 .834 .932 1473. 5
SoL -42.6 2.44 .884 .A2 1473. 5
SOL -45.12 2.44 .314 .J2 1473. $
SOL -41.36 2.44 .264 .932 1473. 5
SL -52.14 2.44 .84 .132 1473. 5
SQL -5.30 2.44 .94 .932 1473. 5
SL -34.44 2.44 .814 .932 1473. 5
SQL -11.42 2.44 .84 .932 1473. $
SOL -14,71 2.44 .804 .932 1473. $
B-LINE .001 .001 0. .2 96. $
$of
too
100
140
00'
00
96.0000
0.6000
1.0000
2.0000
0.0000
I0(CC/ANCHON) 0.3800
CC- 4.603E400
C) UF= 0.20'
C) BRY. 1.00
2.400E+01
1.600e+01
3.732E+00
3.734E400
.440E+01 .CAm 3.35
5.110E+00
2.040E+00
2.503E+00
SE..00
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Magnetic field profile an( pressure profile
normalized to the central cell.
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Pressure divided by the magnetic field multiplied
by the geodesic (top) and normal (bottom) cu vature.
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Parallel current, profile and progressive stability integral.
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APPENDIX B.
Test Runs for Graphs for Chapter 3.
117
Test run for Figure 14.
MiT TANlAI2 Itf
LECNN-4
cviitNT-A/CM..2
v-rIELD-I
Pt-'-,
COIL=PLUI 6
S11 72.01 .6316 1.04 .60 2110. S
S1 -72.00 .6316 1.06 .60 2151. 1
SL 72.871 1.916 2.06 1.03 MO32. S
S. -71.871 1.016 3.06 1.03 1520. 5
SOL 77.171 1.011 2.61 1.03 2131. S
SOL -77.175 1.311 2.46 1.03 till. S
SOL 74.10 3.00 .5 1.41 -2360. 9
S1 -74.00 2.00 .5 1.41 -2330. 6
COIL a TANS S
wry 81.37 2.00 6.00 1.00 2.43 .75 .75 -1400. 9
wIx -41.17 2.00 6.00 1.00 2.49 .75 .75 -1450. S
cOILAN4N01 $
ETY 1.8 2.70 0.00-17.41 .87 .87 950. 9
ETY 2.74 1.6 0.00 87.41 .87 .87 1710. S
OOIL-47N7RCELL $
SQL 1.16 2.44 .004 .312 1473. S
SOL 4.74 2.44 .804 .932 1473. S
SOL 7.99 2.44 .684 .132 1473. 6
50L 11.44 2.44 .814 .932 1473. 5
50L 14.22 2.44 .884 .932 1473. 5
SOL 17.33 2.44 .884 .032 1473. S
SQL 21.34 2.44 .884 .932 1473. 8
SOL 23.70 2.44 .884 .932 1473. 5
S0L 21.46 2.44 .84 .932 1473. 5
SOL 31.22 2.44 .804 .932 1473. S
30L 33.18 2.44 .884 .932 1473. 1
SOL 33.34 2.44 .864 .932 1473. 3
SOL 31.30 2.44 .864 .032 1473. 0
SQL 42.36 2.44 ;814 .932 1473. 6
SOL 43.32 2.44 .684 .932 1473. 1
SL 44.91 2.44 .614 .932 1473. 0
SOL 11.14 2.44 .814 .932 1473. 1
30L 114.30 2.44 .84 .832 1473. 1
30Ot 24.46 2.44 .904 .932 1473. 0
0L 1 1.32 2.44 .104 .032 1473. 6
S0L 14.73 2.44 .134 .931 1473. 8
S0L 37.14 2.44 .884 .932 1473. 1
SOL 71.10 2.44 .814 .932 1473. 3
SL -1.31 2.44 .114 .93 1473. 1
SO -4.74 2.44 .14 .932 1473. 3
SOL -7.90 1.44 .114 .032 1473. 3
SOL -11.04 2.44 .114 .331 1473. 8
S1. -14.22 2.44 .114 .03 1473. 8
S1L -17.38 3.44 .114 .32 1473. S
1OL -24.14 .44 .134 .lJ2 1473. $
SOL -13.70 2.44 .864 .932 1473. 
SOL -11.34 1.44 .234 .932 1471.
SOL -4.02 2.44 .184 .332 1473.
S0L 13 .13 2.44 .834 .932 1471.
S1L -1.34 2.44 .114 .932 1473.
SOL -1.60 2.44 .014 .132 1473. 1
SOL -42.44 2.44 .014 .931 1473. 1
0L -4.82 2.44 .84 .632 1473. $
50L -41.9 2.44 .114 .332 1471. 1
SOL -41.14 2.44 .04 .932 1473. $
01L -1.30 2.44 .814 .912 1471. 
50L -8.44 2.44 .84 .312 1473. 5
S01 -51.42 2.44 .884 .132 1473. 5
0L -54.73 2.44 .814 .32 1473. 2
50L -57.34 2.44 .334 .932 1473. $
SOL -71.10 2.44 .884 .132 1473. 9
go&
@-LINE .001 .001 0. .2 31. 2
POP
BETA NAIO(CC/ANC#N1N 0.4707
I IN TE CC. 4.0039400
*KTA(T/CC) WeF. 0.10
ECTA(P/acJ IRV= 1.00
BMAXM 2.3211401
8lMX- 1.99111
BMAU.m 3.779E404
*UAZ4a 3.734+00
eP. 1.433M+01 Ce. 3.382E400
BUINPm 4.44$E+00
IMINTs 1.114E+00
BUINAs 2.640E+00
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'est run for Figures 15 and 18.
tI? 7414123 1631
L [116711-11
eullifil-AlcU..2
11-FICLI-1I-1.D-
COILoPLUI I
S0 73.63 .1311 1.64 .0 tell. I
SOL -7t.03 .6360 t.O .16 511. M
SOL 72.476 1.91 1.61 1.03 1120. *
S0 -71.371 1.316 1.65 1.03 1120. 0
SOL 77.171 1.916 1.61 1.03 f113. 3
SOL -77.176 1.416 1.41 1.63 31i3. 5
SO0 74.03 2.0 .4 1.43 -134. 5
S0 -74.46 2.00 .1 1.46 -2166. 5
COIL a 7RA*1 $
IFY 30.82 1.70 3.47 3.47 1.734 .71 .76 -1471. 3
17! -41.62 1.70 3.47 3.47 1.734 .78 .7% -1470. 5
00ILmANIIOR I
EYY 1.8 2.76 0.00 04.70 .17 .37 1150. 3
EYr 2.78 1.6 0.00 34.70 .17 .87 1770. 
COILoCNICELL *
S0L 1.53 2.44 .804 .63* 1473.
0L 4.74 2.44 .84 .932 1473.
50L 7.26 2.44 .834 .132 1473.
SOL 11.96 2.44 .334 .32 1473.
SOL 14.22 2.44 .834 .132 1473.
SOL 17.31 2.44 .884 .532 1473. 3
SQL 26.34 2.44 .814 .532 1473. 5
SOL 23.70 2.44 .114 .132 1473. 3
SQL 23.46 2.44 .414 .332 1473. 3
30L 3.62 2.44 .344 .032 1473. 3
SOL 31.13 2.44 .414 .932 1473. 3
30L 31.34 2.44 .64 .632 1473. S
30L 39.30 2.44 .844 .632 1473. 3
SQL 41.36 2.44 .44 .032 1473. 3
S3L 43.12 2.44 .664 .132 1473. 3
30L 41.41 2.44 .164 .032 1473. 3
10L 12.14 2.44 .144 .932 1473. 5
SOL 1.30 2.44 .484 .632 1473. 3
S0 18.46 2.44
SOL 11.12 2.44
SOL 14.71 2.44
S0L 17.94 2.44
S0L 71.11 2.44
101 -1.18 2.44
SOL -4.74 2.44
01 -7.06 2.44
SOL -11.06 1.44
SOL -14.22 2.44
S10 -17.39 2.44
S10 -14.14 2.44
SOL -23.70 2.4
SO0 -11.36 1.44
SO0 -34.02 2.44
S1 -33.11 2.44
SOL -30.34 2.44
S0L -31.66 2.44
SOL -42.44 2.4
S0L -4E12 2.44
S0L -44.38 2.44
SOL -12.14 2.44
SQL -51.30 2.44
SOL -58.44 2.44
SOL -81.42 2.44
SOL -14.75 2.44
SOL -17.34 2.44
S0L -71.16 2.44
.164
.A14
.314
.884
.114
.184
.814
.114
.814
.114
.314
.134
.894
.384
.334
.214
.884
.834
.334
.114
.184
.814
.884
.114
.04
.884
.184
.84
.932
.32
.032
.032
032
.sit
.s32
.s51
.S t
.it3
.932
.032
.932
. 3S
.,12
.M12
.132
.332
.3*
.932
.93
.132
.32
.9312
.332
.532
.532
.132
1473. 3
1473.
1473. S
1473. S
1473. S
1473. S
1473. S
1473. 3
1473. 5
1473.
1473. S
1473.
1473.
1473.
1471.
1473. $
1473. $
1473. 5
1473. 5
1473. 3
1471. 5
1473. 5
1471. 6
1471. 1
1473. $
1473. 3
1473. 5
1473. $
900
U-LINE .001 .01 0..2 55. S
EMlA MAI70(CC/ANCe"0) 0.5256
I IN 71E CC= 4.4@3E,40
117A(7/G) exro 0.10
*EIA(P/IC) lAY. 1.00BUMI 2.303+44
MAXM 1.091+0
9111"30 3.8529+00
3MAA4w 3.930400
9010m 1.4481+01 DCA. 3.4479+00
IMINP. 9.4303E4
9MINT0 2.744E+40
SMINAs 2.4381E+00
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Test run for Figures 16 and 17.
MIT T&1h21 t011
cUNhI-I4/CU.f
3-Fl- 11-
* *
S1L 72.68 .3 1.M .66 "is. 0
SOL -71.68 .63" 1.4 .66 is. 0
SOL 79.S76 1.61 1.46 1.61 1931. 0M
SOL -71.611 1.O16 6.49 f.61 130. t"
S30 77.17 1.616 .6 1.0J 116. te
SOL -77.176 1.016 2.0 1.6 s3. l
SOL 74.06 1.00 .6 1.46 -148. 0
SO0 -74.66 2.60 .8 1.44 -166. 0
coil * 71*11 0
vrY 12.00 .0 4.0 4.00 *.60 .71 .71 -175. 
vrx 42.00 1.00 6."4 6.0, 2.63 .7 .7 -1671. 0
*0IL-ANOHOI 0 -
EYY 1.1 2.60 0.00 66.66 .67 .67 1200.
Ecr 2.84 1.4 0.00 8.66 .67 .67 1690.
cOII-CNITCELL I
S01 1.81 2.44 .064 .632 147.
SOL 4.74 2.44 .104 .932 1473.
S0L 7.94 2.44 .104 .132 1473.
SOL 11.46 2.44'.364 .32 1473.
SOL 14.22 2.44 .64 .13 1473.
SO0 17.1 2.44 .14 .132 1413.
SOL 20.34 2.44 .484 .32 1473.
S0L 23.70 2.44 .814 .132 1473,
30L 21.44 2.44 .44 .132 1473.
S20 34.02 2.44 .64 .1,J 1473.
20L .3.14 2.44 .4 .6 1473.
301 33.34 2.44 .#64 .632 1473.
S0L 41.10 2.44 .664 .312 1473.
S01 4213 2.44 .664 .1 4473.6
30L 41.12 2.44 .44 .632 1473.
301 41.96 2.44 .64 .02 '1473. 1
S0L 11.14 2.44 .144 .132 1473.
SO 1.16 2.44 .44 .632 1473.
SOLlot
S0L
SOL
SOL30L
SO1
S01
set
SO1
SOL
SOL
S01
SOL
SOL
SOL
SOL
S01
SOL
201
SOL
got
U1.44 2.44
31.12 2.44
14.71 2.44
37.34 2.44
71.16 2.44
-1.11 1.44
-4.74 1.44
-7.06 1.44
-1t.04 t.44
-14.11 f.44
-17.16 1.44
-14.64 1.44
-21.76 6.44
-11.36 1.44
-16.62 2.44
-J.16 2.44
-31.4 2.44
-1.69 2.44
-42.44 2.44
-48.12 2.44
-48.96 2.44
-i1.14 2.44
-41.30 2.44
-48.44 2.44
-1.62 2.44
-04.75 2.44
-17.14 2.44
-71.10 2.44
.694 .3
.14 .93t
.334 .332
.894 .93t
.S14 .612
.614 .613
.114 .1311
.164 .611
.104 .61 
.114 .6I
.164 .362
.664 .6oil
.614 .93
.114 .931
.084 .011
.684 .93
.624 .611
.114 .132
.684 .016
.684 .J1*
.814 .93f
.04 .12
.104 .932
.064 .Ass
.334 .932
.114 .132
.814 .032
.84 .32
1412. 6
1473. 6
1473. 6
1473. 6
1473.
1473. 6
1473. 6
473.
1473.
1473.
1473.
1473.
1473.
1473.
147S.
1473.
1473.
1473.
1473.
1473.
1478.
1473.
1473.
1473.
1473.
1473.
1473.
1473.
1-lINt .061 0, .2 30. 0
I IN 71E 1f. 4.603E406
117A(7/41 lIPf 0.10
317A(P/I0) lv. 1.00
EmAil. 1.3161401
EMAI. I.66S401
EMAUl. 1.73214*6
*MAI4w 3.781t406
10m 1.430[401 3e0. 3.393t46
BMINP. 4.349E400
9INT 1.4421440
IMINA. 2.070E+09
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Test run for Figure 20.
MoI 7AN124 1081 SOL 33.11 2.44 .184 .932 1473. 9
LENCIN-M SL 31.34 2.44 .884 .932 1473. 9
CURRENI-4/CU..2 SOL 31.10 2.44 .884 .9.2 1473. 9
U-rI[LD-l SOL 42.56 2.44 .814 .032 1473. 8
Pl-2.4 SOL 43.82 2.44 .884 .932 1473. 5
SOL 48.18 2.44 .884 .032 1473. 5
cOIt-PLUI 5 SOL 12.14 2.44 .884 .932 1473. 0
SOL 72.48 .838 1.06 .50 265. 9 SOL 11.30 2.44 .814 .032 1473. 8
SOL -72.01 .5368 1.06 .10 2865. S SOL 31.46 2.44 .884 .932 1473. 8
SOL 72.476 1.018 2.46 1.03 1101. S SOL 11.12 2.44 .884 .932 1473. 0
SOL -72.876 1.015 2.68 1.03 1601. $ SQL 64.78 2.44 .884 .932 1473. 3
SOL 71.115 2.10 .63 1.10 2000. $ SOL 67.94 2.44 .884 .032 1473. 3
SOL -76.115 2.10 .53 1.10 2900. $ SQL 71.10 2.44 .884 .332 1473. $
SOL 76.646 2.25 .53 1.10 2220. $ SOL -1.58 2.44 .884 .932 1473. $
SOL -76.646 2.21 .63 1.10 2220. $ SOL -4.74 2.44 .884 .932 1473. $
SQL 77.175 2.40 .53 1.10 2000. $SL -7.$0 2.44 .884 .932 1473. $
SOL -77.175 2.40 .53 1.10 2000. 3 SOL -11.04 2.44 .834 .932 1473. 1
SL 77.705 2.55 .53 1.10 2000. S SQL -14.22 2.44 .864 .9J2 1473. 1
SOL -77.705 2.55 .53 1.10 2000. $ SOL -17.38 2.44 .84 .932 1473. 1
SOL 74.235 2.70 .53 1.10 1920. $ SOL -20.54 2.44 .884 .132 1473. 1
SL -79.235 2.70 .53 1.10 1920. 5 SQL -23.70 2.44 .884 .932 1473. 1
SQL 74.10 2.50 .6 2.40 -2455. S OL -26.84 2.44 .884 .932 1473. 1
SOL -74.40 2.60 .5 2.40 -2450. S QL -34.02 2.44 .884 .932. 1473. 
COIL - TRANS S SL -33.10 2.44 .084 .932 1473. 1
TrT 12.13 3.00 4.00 4.00 2.11 .73 .75 -113. $ SOL -31.J4 2.44 .84 .32 1473. 1
wrx -12.11 3.00 6.00 4.00 2.91 .73 .75 1191. S SOL -31.30 2.44 .884 .932 1473. 1
COIL.ANCIHOR I SOL -42.46 2.44 .464 .932 1473. 1
EYY 1.23 2.43 0.00 8.45 .17 .87 970. S OQL -45.82 2.44 .884 .932 1473. 1
EYY 2.40 1.25 0.00 88.65 .87 .87 1405. S OQL -41.98 2.44 .884 .932 1473. 1
COIL-CN7RCELL $ SOL -52.14 2.44 .884 .932 1473. 1
SQL 1.38 2.44 .884 .932 1473. S SQL -33.30 2.44 .684 .932 1473. 
SOL 4.74 2.44 .84 .932 1473. S OL -58.46 2.44 .884 .932 1473. 1
SOL 7.90 2.44 .84 .932 1473. SOL -11.62 2.44 .884 .932 1473.
SOL 11.06 2.44 .684 .032 1473. 9 SOL -14.78 2.44 .884 .932 1473. 1
SOL 14.22 2.44 .84 .932 1473. SOL -17.94 2.44 .884 .932 1473.
SOL 17.38 2.44 .884 .932 1473. S SQL -71.10 2.44 .864 .932 1473. 1
SQL 20.34 2.44 .884 .932 1473. off
SOL 23.70 2.44 .864 .932 1473. 0 U-LINE .001 .001 0. .2 95. 5
SOL 25.16 2.44 .814 .932 1473. pop
SOL 34.02 2.44 .804 .932 1473. 0
BETA RAYID(CC/ANCHOR) 0.50g@
* IN THE CC- 4.60JE400
IE7A(7/CC) BRF= 0.10
IE7A(P/CC) Dav 1.00
IMAXI. 2.400E+01
OMAI. 1.298E4.01
*MAX3. 3.776E+00
BMAX4. 3.782E+00
SCP= 1.14$E+0 BCAm 3.398E400
BMINP= 5.124E+00
BMINT. 1.5J4E+M0
BMINA= 2,531E+00
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Test run for Figure 23.
MIT 7ANS24 141
L ENOIN.4
CURRENT-4/CVs.2
I-F IELI-I
COltEPLUS I
SOL 71.01 .1516 1.06 .50 2066. 1
SOL -72.03 .5351 1.06 .50 2555. 1
SOL 7f.475 1.916 2.46 1.03 1575. 3
SOL -72.875 1.018 2.65 1.03 1575. 3
SOL 71.115 2.10 .53 1.10 2000. $
SOL -76.115 2.10 .53 1.10 2900. $
SOL 76.645 2.25 .63 1.10 2000. $
SOL -71.445 2.25 .fJ 1.10 2000. 1
SOL 77.175 2.40 .53 1.10 2000 $
SOL -77.175 2.40 .53 1.10 2000.
SOL 77.705 2.56 .53 1.10 2000. $
SOL -77.705 2.04 .63 1.10 2000. 1
SOL 71.234 2.70 .5J 1.10 1790. 1.
SL -78.235 2.70.M.31.10 1760 S
SOL 74.04 2.50 .5 2.40 -24009.
SOL -74.40 2.50 .S 2.40 -2400. 
COIL - TRANS S -
vTT 51.15 2.00 4.00 4.00 1.91 .73 .75 -1832. 1
TrX -51.15 2,00 4.00 4.00 1.99 .75 .75 -1132. $
COIL-ANCIOR $
EYY 1.23 2.J3 0.00 16.55 .47 .87 775. S
EYY 2.33 1.25 0.00 86.55 .87 .17 1442. $
COILaCNIRCELL I
SOL 1.34 2.44 .884 .932 1473. 1
SOL 4.74 2.44 .84 .932 1473. 1
SOL 7.24 2.44 .814 .932 1473. 8
SOL 11.06 2.44 .84 .032 1473. 1
SOL 14.22 2.44 .854 .93Z 1473. 1
SOL 17.38 2.44 .864 .932 1473. 3
SOL 24.34 2.44 .84 .932 1473. 3
SOL 23.70 2.44 .854 .032 1473. 1
SOL 21.46 2.44 .864 .932 1473. 1
SOL 36.02 2.44 .184 .332 1473. 1
BETA RATIO(CC/ANCHO.) 0.4
* IN THE CC- 4.603E400
IETA(7/CC) BRF= 0.03
IEIA(P/CC) IRVxw 1.00
*MAXIi 2.399E+01
MAX2m, I.300E+01
*MAXJ. 3.775E4.00
BMAX4. 3.774E+00
BCP. 1.170E+01 BCA*
BMINPO 5.118E+00
BN7 2.521E+00
BUINAm 2.505E+00
SOL 33.11 2.44 .114 .032 1473.
SOL 31.34 2.44 .184 .932 1473.
SOL 39.50 2.44 .884 .032 1473.
SOL 42.36 2.44 .84 .032 1473. 1
SOL 41.82 2.44 .84 .032 1473.
SOL 48.16 2.44 .114 .032 1473.
SOL 112.14 2.44 .114 .032 1473.
SOL 11.38 2.44 .814 .032 1473.
SOL 14.44 2.44 .334 .032 1473.
SOL 11.33 2.44 .814 .032 1473.
SOL 14.71 2.44 .A24 .032 1473.
s61 61.44 t.44 .1#4 .AJI 14i.
SOL 71.10 2.44 .884 .932 1473.
SOL -1.11 2.44 .384 .932 1473.
SOL -4.74 2.44 .804 .232 1473.
SOL -7.90 2.44 .804 .932 ,473.
SOL -11.64 i.44 .W84 .JAt 1473.
SOL -14.22 2.44 .604 .932 1473.
SOL -17.31 2.44 .814 .932 1473.
SOL -20.54 2.44 .884 .932 1473.
SOL -23.70 2.44 .884 .932 1473.
SOL -21.84 2.44 .884 .9J2 1473.
SQL -34.02 2.44 .804 .932 1473.
SOL -33.10 2.44 .804 .932 1473.
SOL -33.34 2.44 .854 .132 1473.
SOL -30.50 2.44 .884 .932 1473.
SOL -42.44 2.44 .884 .132 1473.
SOL -43.52 2.44 .194 .9J2 1473.
SOL -41.9 2.44 .884 .932 1473.
SOL -52.14 2.44 .814 .932 1473.
SOL -33.30 2.44 .884 .932 1473.
SOL -38.46 2.44 .814 .932 1473.
SQL -11.62 2.44 .84 .932 1473.
SOL -34.78 2.44 .84 .032 1473.
SQL -17.94 2.44 .864 .932 1473.
SOL -71.10 2.44 .884 .932 1473.
I-LINE .001 .001 0. .2 93. 1
043
3.397E400
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Test run for Figure 24.
Ml? UNA121 1011
LENOIH-U
CUNNENT-W/CU..2
u-riELD-Y
P 1-1.0
c@IL.PLUI 0
SOL 72.46 .6314 1.00 .50 2011. .
SOL -72.01 .8311 1.00 .SS IIS. S
SOL 72.178 1.016 2.06 1.03 1120. 3
SOL -71.176 1.016 1.01 1.01 110. i
S10 77.171 1.011 1.01 1.03 1135. 3
SOL -77.176 1.916 t.61 1.01 t131 .
SOL 74.30 2.00 .1 1.41 -210. $
SO -74.60 2.00 .8 1.41 -2380. 3
COIL a TRANS $
irY 12.12 1.87 J.47 1.47 1.734 .75 .71 -If%. $
orx -42.82 1.87 J.47 J.47 1.734 .75 .75 -61li .
cOILmAN4HOR I
EYY 1.1 2.71 0.16 60.70 .87 .87 1150. I
EYY 2.71 1. 0.00 60.70 .87 .87 177. .
cOIL-CNTRCELL I
SOL 1.51 2.44 .804 .MR2 1473. I
SOL 4.74 2.44 .864 .932 1473. 1
SOL 7.10 2.44 .84 .932 1473. 1
SOL 11.4 2.44 .884 .032 1473. 3
SOL 14.22 2.44 .884 .932 1473. 3
SOL 17.35 2.44 .014 .1J2 1473. $
SOL 24.34 2.44 .584 .532 1473. 3
SOL 23.70 2.44 .884 .932 1473. 
SOL 21.4 2.44 .884 .$32 1473. 5
SOL 30.02 2.44 .884 .932 1473. 
SOL 3.16 2.44 .884 .932 1473. 6
SOL 31.34 2.44 .84 .032 1473. S
SQL 31.30 2.44 .84 .932 1473. 6
SQL 42.14 2.44 .884 .932 1473. 6
SOL 43.82 2.44 .84 .632 1473. 
SOL 41.10 2.44 .864 .932 1473. 6
30L 12.14 2.44 .864 .932 1473. 6
SQL 11.30 2.44 .884 .932 1473. 8
SOL 11.40 2.44 .114 .932 147
30L 11.12 2.44 .104 .932 147
SOL 54.78 2.44 .884 .032 147
SOL 57.94 2.44 .884 .932 147
SOL 71.10 2.44 .884 .032 147
SOL -1.51 1.44 .114 .03t 1473
SOL -4.74 1.44 .814 .932 147
SOL -7.60 2.44 .814 .031 147
SOL -11.04 2.44 .114 .03t 147
SOL -14.22 1.44 .184 .03t 14
SOL -17.38 1.44 .184 .012 14
S10 -10.14 1.44 .184 .62 147
SO0 -23.70 1.44 .884 .912 14
SOL -20.34 2.44 .884 .A6 14
SOL -10.02 2.44 .884 .932 14
SOL -11.11 2.44 .884 .912 14
SOL -31.34 2.44 .314 .912 14
SOL -39.80 2.44 .804 .932 14
SOL -42.44 2.44 .804 .932 14
SOL -45.62 2.44 .634 .932 14
SOL -48.00 2.44 .864 .M2 147
SOL -52.14 2.44 .04 .932 14
SOL -55.30 2.44 .064 .932 14
SQL -50.44 2.44 .864 .932 14
SQL -51.02 2.44 .884 .832 14
SQL -64.70 2.44 .14 .932 14
SQL -67.34 2.44 .84 .932 14
SQL -71.10 2.44 .114 .532 14
U-LINE .001 .001 0. .2 US. S
&be
3.
I.
3.
3.
3.
I.
3.
.
73.
73.
73.
3.
73.
73.
73.
73.
73.
73.
3.
TI.
7I.
73.
TI.
TI.
TI.
73.
7I.
73.
I
I
I
I
S
I
I
S
S
a
IVlA NAT IG(CC/ANCHON) 0.1411
I IN THE CC 4.0JE+00
CTA(7/CC) UIF= 0.10
B*IA(P/CC) env= 1.00
SMAX1u 2.33E4+01
SMAXIm 1.635E+01
SMAXI. 3.384E+00
BMAX4w J.907E+00
WeP. 1.472E+01 SCAw 3.04E4.00
BMINP. 4.519E+00
BMINT- 1.125E+00
DMINA- 2.442E+00
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